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Buddha Cookie If there is a truly American and world-famous strain of cannabis, it is Girl Scout Cookies.  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 77,00 €

Price with discount 63,64 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 77,00 €

Sales price without tax 63,64 €

Discount 

Tax amount 13,36 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankBuddha Seeds 

Description 
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Buddha Cookie Buddha seeds
 

If there is a truly American and world-famous strain of cannabis, it is Girl Scout Cookies. At Buddha Seeds, we had it clear that this delicatessen
and top seller of cannabis, would not be missing from our catalog of American varieties. We focused all of our efforts on maintaining its original
flavor.

This is how Buddha Cookie was born, an indica genetic ready to conquer you from the first puff with its delicious aroma of chocolate and freshly
baked cookie. Those with a sweet tooth will have to control their appetite because it can be extremely addictive, especially for chocolate fans.
Once you start you can't stop!

Get ready for extractions at the highest level and a powerful smoke of which, never better said, will leave you with a good taste in your mouth. If
you like earthy americans, this variety takes it a step further by adding sweet touches of baked cookies. Not surprisingly, it is precisely the flavor
that gives this variety its name. Already in the recipient you will notice this characteristic that fills it with personality. Your experience with
Buddha Cookie will begin with a few laughs and euphoria to progressively wrap you in a state of full relaxation that will leave you glued to the
sofa. This strain is great for stress relief, pain, insomnia, and loss of appetite.

Buddha Cookie has high levels of resin and vigorous growth giving rise to true monsters outdoors. Broadly speaking, this variety is very
compliant, resistant and undemanding in terms of care, which is a relief for novice growers. On the other hand, the experienced ones will be
able to apply techniques such as LST thanks to its good internodal space, which allows a better penetration of the light

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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